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Goals of HL and L2 teaching
HL teaching
• Language maintenance (Valdés, 

1995)  A & E
• Acquisition or development of a 

prestige variety (Valdés, 1995) A
• Expansion of bilingual range (Valdés, 

1995)  A
• Transfer of literacy skills (Valdés, 

1995)  C
• Acquisition or development of 

academic skills (Valdés, 2005) C & D
• Developing positive attitudes towards 

the language, its dialects, and its 
cultures (Valdés, 2005) B

• Acquisition or development of 
cultural awareness (Aparicio, 1997)  
E & D

L2 teaching
A. Communication: Communicate 

effectively in the language to 
function in a variety of situations and 
for multiple purposes

B. Cultures: Interact with cultural 
competence and understanding 

C. Connections: Connect with other 
disciplines

D. Comparisons: Develop insight into 
the nature of language and culture 
to interact with cultural competence

E. Communities: Communicate and 
interact with cultural competence to 
participate in multilingual 
communities at home and around 
the world

(ACTFL, 2015)



Pedagogical approaches 
Differentiating Instruction Top-down instruction

makes use of HL knowledge in order to 
analyze and process new information 
and carry out new tasks. 

Top-down approaches to HL instruction 
are the most effective because they 
take into account the learner’s  global 
knowledge of the language, and 
grammar and vocabulary instruction is 
provided within the context of discourse-
level activities

student-centered 



Vocabulary



HL learner’s weaknesses and strengths:
• Mostly familiar with home vocabulary and informal registers
• May know the word but not necessarily its orthography
• Overall, larger vocabulary than their L2 classmates

L2 learner’s weaknesses and strengths: 
• Mostly familiar with academic vocabulary and formal registers 
• May know the word and its orthography, but not necessarily be able 

to use it in spontaneous communication

Other challenges:
• The vocabulary presented in the textbook often does not reflect the 

HL learner’s home variety 



Clothing
The activity in the textbook

(Proyectos 1, ch. 9. p. 221)



HL learner:
1. Read the video script. Write down the 

names of all clothing items and accessories 
mentioned

2. Identify all the names of clothing items that 
are new for you. What words do you use at 
home to name these items?

e.g., chaqueta = chamarra

L2 learner:
1. Watch the video again. Write down the 

names of all clothing items and accessories 
mentioned

2. Identify all the names of clothing items that 
are new for you. Can you guess their 
meaning using the clues in the video?

e.g., chaqueta = jacket

HL-L2 learner pairs:
3. Compare your words from activity 2. Do you know the meaning of all the words in this list? If 

none of you knows the meaning, check a dictionary. 
4. Share, with the rest of the class, those names of clothing items and accessories that you have in 

your list but do not appear in the video. 
5. In pairs, write down a script for a situation similar to the one in the video. Imagine you are at a 

store and both of you need to get clothes for a special event. Make sure to include in your script 
ALL the words from activity 3.



Goals:
• Incorporate and validate the home vocabulary and varieties of the 

HL learners in the classroom
• Create opportunities for learners to work individually, on their own 

needs
• Offer different challenges for each group of learners, e.g., L2 

learners watch the video (listening) but HL learners read the script 
(reading)

• Offer tasks that integrate speaking and writing, helping HL learners 
develop their writing skills and L2 learners their oral skills

• Use flexible grouping to “leverage the complementary skills of HLLs 
and L2Ls for reciprocal learning” (Carreira, 2016, p. 165)



Food
The activity in the textbook

(Proyectos 1, ch. 10, pp. 246-247)



HL learner:
1. Read the text again. Write down the names of 

all foods
2. These are the names commonly used in Peru. 

What words do you use at home to refer to 
these foods?

e.g., maíz = elote
3. The text cites the common ingredients of 

Peruvian gastronomy. What are the 10 most 
common ingredients of the gastronomy of 
your community?

L2 learner:
1. Read the text again. Write down the names of 

all foods
2. These are the names commonly used in Peru. 

Is there any name you do not know? Look it 
up in the dictionary. 

e.g., camote = sweet potato
3. The text cites the common ingredients of 

Peruvian gastronomy. What are the 10 most 
common ingredients of the local gastronomy 
of your region?

HL-L2 learner pairs:
4. Compare the common ingredients in your lists. Which are common to the two types of cuisine? 

Which are different?
5. In the Internet, find a Latino grocery store located in your neighborhood. Does it specialize in 

products from a particular region or country? What are the open hours? Make a plan to visit the 
store together.

6. In pairs, write a short review about the store. What products do they offer that cannot be found in a 
chain store? Is Spanish used in the store? Are there signs in Spanish? Do the customers and/or the 
shop assistants speak Spanish? Would you recommend it to the rest of your classmates?



Goals:
• Incorporate and validate the language and the culture of the HL 

learners in the classroom
• Legitimize local communities and showcase the use of the HL in the 

US to “deforeignize” the language curriculum (Tecedor & Pascual y 
Cabo, 2020)

• Take the language out of and beyond the classroom. Open 
opportunities for learners to use and maintain their HL and L2 as part 
of their everyday lives 

• Create opportunities for learners to work individually in activities that 
address each group’s needs, and in pairs in tasks designed to 
encourage collaboration and reciprocal learning



Writing



HL learner’s weaknesses and strengths:
• Strong oral skills but more limited writing skills; difficulties with 

alphabet, orthography, and/or accentuation
• Implicit knowledge of grammar (knowing how)

L2 learner’s weaknesses and strengths: 
• Relatively strong reading and writing skills; knowledge of alphabet, 

orthography, and/or accentuation
• Explicit knowledge of grammar (knowing the rule) and metalinguistic 

terminology 

Other challenges:
• The written academic language presented in the textbook does not 

reflect the HL learner’s non-standard, sometimes stigmatized, variety



Collaborative writing tasks
Collaborative writing: “the joint production or the coauthoring of a
text by two or more writers … the defining trait of collaborative writing
is the joint ownership of the document produced” (Storch, 2011, p.
275)
• Two or more learners work together to produce one joint text
• They collaborate throughout the entire writing process (planning,

writing, and editing phases)
• They share ownership of the final product and responsibility for

both its content and its linguistic accuracy
• In HL-L2 learner pairs, the HL learner writes down the text



Example 1
1 HL learner: okay, Panchito (.) nomás

(okay, Panchito, only)
2 L2 learner: no-MÁS, (.) con acento en a

(only, with an accent on a)
3 HL learner: nomás

(only)

Example 2
1 L2 learner: e:h cómo se dice (.) eh (.) to discriminate?

(how do you say to discriminate)
2 HL learner: discriminar?

(to discriminate?)
3 L2 learner: discriminar?

(to discriminate?)
4 HL learner: uh-huh  

(Fernández Dobao, 2020b)



5. In pairs, write down a script for a situation similar to
the one in the video. Imagine you are at a store and both 
of you need to get clothes for a special event. Make sure 
to include in your script ALL the words from activity 3.

6. In pairs, write a short review about the store. What 
products do they offer that cannot be found in a chain 
store? Is Spanish used in the store? Are there signs in 
Spanish? Do the customers and/or the shop assistants 
speak Spanish? Would you recommend it to the rest of 
your classmates.

Collaborative writing tasks



Reading 



HL learner’s weaknesses and strengths:
• Home literacy practices
• Motivation 
• Sociocultural background 
• Top-down processes: use their background knowledge and contextual 

cues to make sense of the text

L2 learner’s weaknesses and strengths: 
• Exposed to diverse genres
• Struggle with longer texts
• Reading comprehension
• Vocabulary development

Other challenges:
• Reading strategies
• Having readings that highlight their linguistic and cultural backgrounds
• Diverse genres 
• Encourage students to read beyond the classroom



Recommendation: Use authentic/relevant readings about 
bilingualism and diversity. Scaffold activities to lead to higher level 
thinking 



Reading about 
language 
diversity and 
bilingualism



The activity in our class

In pairs:
Both complete the following steps together and assigned a 
specific task to a student based on their abilities. The L2 student 
will read out loud the readings, both students will discuss their 
understanding of the reading, and the SHL student will write 
down the answers to the comprehension questions.

Reading strategies: 
Pre-reading
During the reading
Post-reading



Reading continuation…
Pre-lectura (activar conocimientos)

• Ver los títulos, sub-títulos y las ilustraciones para tener una idea de que se 
va tratar la lectura

Durante la lectura
• Hojear la lectura (skimming)
• Ojear (scanning) ideas y vocabulario nuevo
• Vocabulario nuevo: intenta interpretar las palabras por el contexto
• Interacciona con la lectura: escribe preguntas, recalca (highlight)
• lo más importante, escribe ideas importantes

Post-lectura
• Resumir lectura
• Contestar preguntas para comprensión y procesar lo que aprendieron
• Reflexionar sobre alguna conexión personal con la lectura



Goals:
• Motivate HL students and L2 to read outside of the classroom (read 

for fun)
• Increase engagement with the reading
• Learn new vocabulary

• Expose students to diverse genres of literature
• Develop and strengthen students’ reading literacy skills
• Real life content (bilingualism, language diversity) can increase 

students critical thinking



Speaking 



HL learner’s weaknesses and strengths:
• Although many SHL speakers grew up listening to Spanish, many 

SHL students don’t feel very confident speaking in Spanish. 
Therefore, it is important to have students discuss topics they are 
familiar with and topics that they have already been mentioned in 
the course. 

• Activities must be real life situations.

L2 learner’s weaknesses and strengths:
• Depending on the course: L2 students have less practice speaking 

Spanish in and outside of the classroom  
• Language diversity

Other challenges:
• Societal pressure and expectations to sound like…



Speaking activities to building confidence via 
scaffolding (Structured----open discussions)
Structured:

Role plays: topic about language diversity and/or bilingualism

In groups: HL and L2 students will write a script about a situation when they encountered 
a miscommunication situation about a word or they did not understand everything the 
other person was saying, they must include strategies of what they could do to understand 
each other.

Open discussions:
Continuing with the topic of the readings, in pairs…

HL students should mention if they can relate to any information mentioned in the reading 
La Torre de Babel

L2 students should discuss what they think about the paradox in the US regarding 
bilingualism.

Structured and formal:
A presentation about a specific topic



Goals:
• Build on/increase students’ linguistic confidence
• Increase students functional proficiency
• Expose students to different contexts and language diversity
• Increase the use of Spanish in and outside the classroom >social 

networks> language maintenance



Conclusions



Linguistic benefits
HL learners’ comments:
“I was better at the vocabulary, but 
needed some extra help on accents”

“my partner new a lot about 
grammar, but was not as fluent”

“seemed to know some of the 
spelling and grammar rules much 
better than me which motivated me 
to sharpen my skills as well”

“most of the time they seemed to be 
extremely skilled in grammar”

L2 learners’ comments:
“heritage language learners were 
always happy to answer my ‘how do 
you say…’ questions” 

”it really helped my vocabulary … 
they know a lot more words … so I 
got some new content not from 
books ”

“most of the mistakes that I make 
with writing … they always caught 
them which was great”

(Fernández Dobao, 2020a)



Confidence booster
HL learners’ comments:
“the main benefit was how much I 
was able to teach them … I was 
able to gain more of teaching 
experience”

“sometimes they did not know very 
much about the culture, but that 
gave me the opportunity to share 
some of my knowledge” 

“I felt like expectations were higher, 
so I would put more effort in the 
assignment”

L2 learners’ comments:
“benefited from hearing native 
speakers use their language … from 
the exposure to how things are 
actually written or said in Spanish” 
“made me feel more confident 
speaking to an actual Spanish 
speaker” 
“I had to get over the feeling 
awkward about being inferior but 
once I got past that it became a lot 
more easy” 

(Fernández Dobao, 2020a)



Thanks!

Angélica Amezcua (aamezcua@uw.edu)
Ana Fernández Dobao (anadobao@uw.edu)
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